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Cyclic structures formed by hydrogen bonds are common in biological systems. Because 
of mutual influence, the characteristics of the hydrogen bonds in these rings are different 
from the characteristics of isolated bonds. For example, in Watson-Grick pairs, adenine
thymine and adenine-uracil, where the hydrogen bonds have opposing directions, they should 
~tually intensify, while in the guanine-cytosine pairs, the interaction with the central 
~ ••• H bond should intensify one of the NH •.. O bonds and weaken the other. 

In the present work, we quantitatively evaluated the mutual influence of hydrogen bonds 
in a complex of a carboxylic acid with uracil. These systems are used in modeling comple
~ntary interactions of amino acid residues with nucleic bases, playing, it is believed. 
~ important role in the processes of specific recognition between nucleic acids and proteins 
[I], 

For this purpose, we studied the reaction of l-cyclohexyluracil (CHU) and trifluoroace
tic acid (TFAA) , which form cyclic complexes with two hydrogen bonds. Although the mutual 
influence of the hydrogen bonds should possibly be higher than in the complex of CHU With, 
for example acetic acid, TFAA was chosen because of its high proton-donor and low-proton 
acceptor capacity which, in combination with the low proton-donor capacity of the N,H group 
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Spectra of solutions of l-cyclohexyluracil, trifluoroace
and their mixtures in CCl~. Concentration of uracil and 
(10-' mole/liter): 1) 0.8, 0; 2) 0, 2.5; 3) 0.8, 2.5; 4) 
Temperature, ·C: 1-4) 25; 3', 4') 72. . 

of uracil, enables the observation in the solution of an appreciable proportion of open-type 
complexes with one hydrogen bond. 

In the spectrum of a dilute solution of CHU in CCl, (Fig. 1, curve 1) two intense bands 
are observed in the 1600-1800 em- 1 region with maxima at 1696 and 1716 em-I and integral 
absorption coefficients of 6.5'10' and 4.5·10' liters/mole' em', which correspond to the vibra
tions of the C.-O and C,-O carbonyl groups, respectively, and a weak band at 1631 cm- I cor
responding to vC.-G. [2, 3]. The parameters of the contour of the vC.-o band are very sensi
tive to change in temperature. In the 25-72·C range, the peak intensity of this band increases. 
and the half-width increases by -35%. Up to the maximal concentrations of CHU in CCl" deter
mined by the solubility limit, no signs of autoassociation of CHU were observed in the spec
trum, neither on the vC-O bands nor in the vNH region. where there is only a single band 
at 3412 em-I of the monomeric molecules. In the spectrum of the TFAA solution in this region. 
there are bands of the monomer at 1810 em-I and dimer of the acid at 1780 em-I (curve 2). 

The reaction of" CHU with TFAA in a dilute CCl, solution, primarily and to the greatest 
extent affects the vC.-o vibrations. In the presence of TFAA, the intensity of the 1696 
em-I band decreases and a new broad band appears at 1657 cm- I with integral absorption coeffi
cient reaching 10'10' liters/mole'cm' (curve 3). At the same time, the intensity of the 
vNH band at 3412 em- 1 decreases, but less sharply than that of the 1696 em-I band, and a 
band appears at 3230 em- 1 belonging to the NH group bound to the TFAA carbonyl. At a three
fold excess of TFAA over CHU, in a highly dilute solution, the 1696 cm- I band of the free 
C.-O groups practically completely disappears, while the intensity of the band of free NH 
groups at 3412 em-I still remains fairly high. The formation of C,-o ... HOOCCF, bond also 
leads to a 9 em-I shift of the vC,-o band to higher frequencies, and to increase in its half
width from 15 to 22 em-I, while the integral absorption coefficient remains unchanged. On 
passing to more concentrated solutions, at an excess of TFAA, we can observe a decrease in 
the intensity of the vC,-o band at 1725 em-I (curve 4), which indicates an addition of a 
second molecule of TFAA to the 1:1 complex of CHU with TFAA, at the C,-o group. The vC,-
O ••• HOOCCF. band is not explicitly evident in the spectrum, because it is overlapped by a 
broad vC.-o ••• HOOCCF. band; the maximum of the compounded band lies at 1665 em-I. The addi-
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TABLE 1. Thermodynamic Characteristics of Complexes with Hydrogen 
Bond 

Reaction 

Formation of open TFAA'CHU dimer with 
a hydrogen bond CF,COOH ••. O-C. 

Transformation of open dimer into a 
cyclic one with closure of the 
C-Q ••• NH bond 

Addition of a second molecule of TFAA 
to the cyclic dimer OH •.. O 

Formation of a complex 
THF with TFAA 0 .•• 0 [6J 
THF with CHU O ••• HN 
PTA with TFAA C-Q ••. HO 

*Dimensionless values. 

K (25'C), 
liter/mole 

4900 

2.6" 

500 

2600 
3.1 
12 

-aH, 
kcal/mole 

8.4 

5.2 

7.4 

9.8 
4.6 
2.9 

tion of the second TFAA molecule to the bimolecular complex is also accompanied by a 30 
low-frequency shift of the vNH ••• O-C band at 3230 cm-', which indicates intensification 
the hydrogen bond with the participation of the NH group. 

Thus, from the vibrational spectra 
ITAA system of two complexes with a 1:1 

IBtO< CF, 
H 

3SOS 

+ 

it is possible to observe the existence in the 
composition, with one or two hydrogen bonds: 

CF,f '~651 "'" ~ ~H ..• O ---+-

~ H-N~R --x;-
~01 g 1725 

cm- 1 

of 

CHU-

From the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants KOl and K12 we can determine 
the enthalpies of formation of these complexes. Constants Ko, = C,/CaCb, K'2 = C2/C, are 
found from the concentrations of free molecules of TFAA and CHU (Ca and Cb) and concentrations 
of complexes with one or two hydrogen bonds (C, and C2 ). The value of Ca can be determined 
from the vC-Q 1810 cm- 1 and vOH 3505 cm-' bands of the monomeric TFAA molecules, using the 
mown values of their absorption coefficients [4J, and Cb - from the vC.-Q band of the free 
em molecules at 1696 em- 1 , The concentrations of the cyclic complexes C2 were measured from 
Intensity of the band of free NH groups: C2 = Cob - CNHb, where Cob is the initial concen
tration of CHU, CNHb is the concentration of CHU molecules with a free NH group. Then, the 
concentration of the complexes C, is found from a balance equation: C, = (Cob - Cb) - C2 = 
CNijb - Cb, Thus, Ko, and K" are expressed through values which are determined directly from 
the experiment: 

Under conditions wherein the number of free CHU molecules is negligibly small, the 
equilibrium constant of the addition reaction of the second acid molecule to the bimolecular 
Complex can also be determined: 

K'3 = C,/(C~ - C,)C', 

~hare C. is the concentration of complexes with a 1:2 composition. The value CO
b-C 3 is pro

POrtional to the intensity of the 1725 cm-' band of free C2-o groups, while the concentration 
C, is determined from the balance: C. - Cob - (Cob - C.). Since the complexes with 1:1 and 
1:2 compositions can have several different structures, the equilibrium constant K2 • is sum
mary in character, but the value of 6H, • can be considered as approximately equal to the en
thalpy ~f the hydrogen bond of TFAA with the C,-o group (for comparison, the enthalpy of the 
TPAA bond with C.-Q group of l,3-dimethyluracil is equal to 6.8 kcal/mole [5J). 
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In tha datarmination of the Ko, and K'2 constants we used dilute cnu solutions: Cob s 

(0.6-1.2).10- 3 mole/liter, and the concentration of TFAA was (0.7-1.5)'10- 3 mole/liter. For 
the maAauremant of K2J more concentrated solutions were used, with a considerable excess of 
TFAA. C,b - 0.03-0.04 mole/liter. C,a • 0.12-0.17 mole/liter. The CHU was obtained from 
the firm "Sigma." and the spectra were recorded on a UR-20 spectrophotometer. All the mea
surements were carried out in 0.016-2.0 em thick cuvettes with fluorite windows, at tempera
tures of 25 and 72'C. 

The results of the determination of the values of K at 25"C and the ~H calculated from 
the Van't Hoff equation are shown in Table 1. The greatest energy is liberated during the 
formation of a complex of an open type with a OH •.• O-C, hydrogen bond, which is then stabil
ized by a second hydrogen bond with the participation of the Nll group of CHU. The energy 
~H02 of formation of the cyclic complex from free molecules of the acid and CHU is equal to 
13.6 kcal/mole. 

To evaluate the nonadditivity of the energies of the hydrogen bonds in the cyclic TFAA + 
CHU complex, we must compare the value of ~H'2 with the sum of energies of the OH ... O-C, and 
NH •.. O-C(OH)CF, hydrogen bonds in open-type complexes. The energy of the first complex ~H" 
is known, while the energy of the second complex aH,,' cannot be measured directly under the 
present experimental conditions, because of the low concentration of these complexes. 'We 
can evaluate it from the energy of the OH .... O-C(OH)CF. bond energy in the TFAA dimer. To 
a first approximation, without taking into account the mutual influence of the hydrogen bonds 
in the cyclic dimer, the energy of this bond is equal to 4.4 kcal/mole [4]. To determine 
the relative proton-donor capacity of the OH group of TFAA and the Nll group in CHU, we mea
sured the energy of the complexes of TFAA and CHU with a typical electron acceptor, tetra
hydrofuran (THF). From the ratio of these energies as given in Table I, it follows that the 
value of ~H,,' should not exceed 4.4 kcal/mole·4.6/9.8 = 2.1 kcal/mole. This shows that the 
mutual influence of the hydrogen bonds in the cyclic TFAA + CHU complex leads to an addition
al gain in energy of not less than ~H'2 - aH" + aH,,' = ~H'2 -~Ho,' = 3.1 kcal/mole. 

This evaluation is further magnified, if we take additionally into account the nonaddi
tivity of the energies of the hydrogen bonds in the TFAA dimer. As a model of an open·TFAA 
dimer, we used a complex of TFAA with phenyl trifluoroacetate (PTA), the proton-acceptor ca
pacity of the carbonyl group of which is close to that of the carbonyl group in TFAA. The 
enthalpy of formation of this complex was found to be equal to 2.9 kcal/mole. As a result 
we find that the nonadditivity of the hydrogen bond energies in the TFAA dimer is equal to 
3.0 kcal/mole. This leads to a decrease in the value of ~Ho,' to 1.4 kcal/mole, while the 
nonadditivity value of the hydrogen bond energies in the cyclic CHU + TFAA complex increases 
to 3.8 kcal/mole, which accounts for almost 30% of the total energy of the complex. The ques
tion of the mutual influence of the hydrogen bonds in cyclic dimers of carboxylic acids is 
of separate interest and deserves extra investigation; the semiquantitative evaluation that 
was made is possibly somewhat too high, but if we take this factor strictly into account, 
the nonadditivity 'value in the cyclic CHU + TFAA complex may change by not more than 0.2-0.3 
kcal/mole, and this difference lies within the accuracy level of the adopted method of spec
tral determinations. 

Thus, during the formation of an NH ••• O bond in a complex of CHU with TFAA, energy is 
liberated due to the ring closure, which is almost four times higher than the energy of an 
isolated NH .•• O bond between these molecules. Such mutual intensification of the hydrogen 
bonds can play an important role in biological systems, by increasing the specificity of the 
interaction. In an active medium with a complex composition, where there are numerous pos
sibilities for the formation of various types of complexes with different compositions, this 
effect may result in the preferential formation of cyclic complexes. 
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